By J.E. BOURGOYNE

A giant deal of New Orleans' outstanding architecture has been destroyed. A lot of what remains is seriously neglected or much abused.

There is much publicity and brouhaha about the old neighborhoods that do get restored and that neighborhoods that are being redeveloped. The old St. Louis Cathedral is often restored, more are undergoing restoration. Nonetheless, much of the architecture has been destroyed.

Along the 400 block of Third Street near the Mississippi, a row of relatively well-used and four-story-type warehouses, chalms, and hoopla about the architecture has been destroyed.
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The list of abuses could go on and on and on. They are taking place in a city that might be called "America's Most Beautiful City.

All that is left of the city's character and its charm is fading into oblivion, far beyond repair in a neighborhood.
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New Orleans: Beauty Abused and Neglected

The old St. Louis Cathedral, the years of deterioration are evident in almost every block. Street scenes are fascinating buildings stood until recently.
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